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**Transition Chesterfield’s 10th Anniversary**

**Potato Day 2018**

**Grow Your Own Vegetables: Pre-Order Leaflet**

At The Pavements Shopping Centre, Chesterfield on

**Saturday 27th January 2018**

10am—2pm (pre-order collection from 9.30am)

This leaflet contains the 40 varieties of seed potatoes, onion & shallot sets, garlic bulbs, pea & bean seeds, green manure etc. available for collection on Potato Day at **Discount Pre-Order Prices**

For full details and online ordering see our website: [www.potatoday.org.uk](http://www.potatoday.org.uk)

**Pre-Ordering is Closed after 6th December 2017**
ARRAN PILOT — a long-time popular favourite — boil, chip — Heritage

CASABLANCA — new white skinned with shallow eyes — bake, boil, chip, mash, roast — RHS AGM

FOREMOST — white skin, floury, good common scab resistance — bake, boil, salad — Heritage — RHS AGM

HOME GUARD — high yields and great taste — bake, boil, chip, mash — Heritage

INTERNATIONAL KIDNEY — same variety as Jersey Royals — boil, salad — Heritage

LADY CHRISTL — good flavour, all-round disease resistance — boil, chip, salad — RHS AGM

MARIS BARD — reliable, high yield, oval white tubers — boil, bake salad — RHS AGM

PENTLAND JAVELIN — our most popular first early variety, high yield, good flavour, waxy — boil, chip, salad

PREMIERE — good all round disease resistance — bake, boil, chip, roast, salad

RED DUKE OF YORK — red skin, yellow flesh, blight resistant — bake, boil, chip, roast — Heritage — RHS AGM

ROCKET — fast growing, uniform sized tubers good yield and disease resistance — boil, salad

SHARPES EXPRESS — long oval tubers, great flavour, lemon colour — boil, roast, chip — RHS AGM

SWIFT (Organic) — the earliest early, good all-rounder good yield — bake, boil, chip, mash, salad

ULSTER SCEPTRE — popular choice, long oval tubers — boil, roast

WINSTON — high yielding, smooth, white, creamy — bake, boil, chip — RHS AGM

Email any enquiries to: potatoday@transitionchesterfield.org.uk

Potato Day Website: www.potatoday.org.uk

Potato Day Pre-Ordering is closed after 6th December 2017.

Terms and Conditions:

1. Varieties are subject to availability. If a whole order cannot be fulfilled, Transition Chesterfield will refund only for the portion that cannot be provided.

2. Orders must be picked up from the Transition Chesterfield Potato Day event on Saturday 27th January 2018, between 9.30am and 2pm, the location will be in the Chesterfield town centre. All customers will be advised of the actual shop unit by mid-January. Alternative pick-up arrangements may be possible by arrangement.

3. Customers should bring their receipt of payment to claim their order. If no receipt has been received within two weeks of placing your order, please email: potatoday@transitionchesterfield.org.uk

4. Orders not collected within two weeks of the Potato Day may be disposed of without refund.

5. Sorry, pre-orders may not be changed after 6th December 2017.

Cheques should be made payable to ‘Transition Chesterfield’ and sent with this form to:

Potato Day Order
69 Thornbridge Crescent
Chesterfield
S40 2JH

By Tuesday 6th December 2017

Email any enquiries to: potatoday@transitionchesterfield.org.uk

Individual orders should be picked up from the Potato Day event on Saturday 27th January 2018 in The Pavements Shopping Centre, Chesterfield, between 9.30am and 2pm.

Group orders will have different collection arrangements depending upon the group.

Please make sure that you have received confirmation of collection instructions for your order.

Further details on our website:

www.potatoday.org.uk
MUSTARD WHITE TILNEY
fast growing half-hardy annual – produces lots of green material and residual fibre.

FORAGE RYE
deep penetrative roots — is brilliant at suppressing weeds.

FORAGE PEA
Excellent nitrogen fixing legume with deep penetrative roots which break up soil.

Each £1.20 pack will cover 25 square metres of soil

Vitax Organic Potato Fertiliser
Makes sure you get a good crop, particularly in pots, tubs and growing bags. Ready to use — 1kg £3.30

JBA Potato Growing Planter
New design with handle on bottom for easy tipping out! If you’re short of space, grow bumper crops with these high quality 45 litre potato planters.

1 for £2.00 - 3 for £5.80 - 5 for £9.50

GREEN MANURE
The natural way to improve soil
Grow Green Manure to add organic matter to soil. Discourages the spread of weeds.
Helps to prevent valuable nutrients leaching away over winter.

BONNIE — produces early even-sized tubers, bright skin with red splash — bake, boil, mash

BRITISH QUEEN — dry and floury, packed with taste - boil, bake, roast — RHS AGM

CARLINGFORD — white skin, cream flesh, can be planted late for Christmas harvest - boil, mash, salad

CHARLOTTE — delicious, blight resistant, popular salad potato — boil, mash, salad — RHS AGM

ESTIMA — the ‘baking potato’ of choice, heavy crops — bake, boil, mash

KESTREL (Organic) — our overall best seller last year!, good flavour, blue eyes, slug resistant — bake, boil, chip, mash, roast — Blight resistant

MARFONA — very popular, high yield, waxy flesh — bake, boil, chip

MARIS PEER (Organic) — oval tubers with creamy coloured flesh and white skin — bake, boil, salad

NADINE — high yield, white skin, cream flesh — bake, boil, mash, roast — RHS AGM

NICOLA (Organic) — waxy variety with good disease resistance, can be planted late for Christmas harvest — boil, mash, salad

SAXON — amongst best tasting varieties, white skin, yellow flesh — bake, boil, chip, roast

WILJA — waxy, firm, good cropper — bake, boil, chip, mash, roast

We buy everything in bulk each year to offer local growers a good range of seeds etc. at very competitive prices.

Our aim is to encourage as many people as possible to grow their own vegetables at home or at their allotments.

Our Scottish seed potatoes are supplied by Jamieson Brothers of Annan (JBA), one of the most reputable suppliers of certified virus-free stock.

AMOUR (NVS) (Organic) — the ultimate showbench variety, great all-round disease resistance — boil, mash, chip, roast, salad — NVS recommended — Blight resistant

BLUE BELLE — new variety, challenger to ‘Kestrel’, large yields, tasty — bake, boil, mash

CARA (Organic) — very robust, pink-eyed all-rsummer, slug resistant — bake, boil, chip, roast — Blight resistant

DESIREE — red, waxy, versatile, our most popular maincrop variety — bake, boil, chip, mash, roast

MARIS PIPER — the classic chip shop potato, stores well — bake, boil, chip, mash, roast — RHS AGM

MAXINE — round tubers, red skin, white flesh, heavy cropping - bake, boil, chip, roast — RHS AGM

ORLA (Organic) — excellent flavour, good blight resistance, white tubers — bake, boil, chip, mash, roast — RHS AGM — Blight resistant

PENTLAND DELL — large tubers, good disease and slug resistance — bake, chip, roast — Blight resistant

PICASSO — heavy cropping, versatile, stores well — bake, boil, chip, roast — RHS AGM

PINK FIR APPLE — long knobbly shaped heritage variety — bake, boil, chip, mash, roast — RHS AGM — Heritage

SARPO MIRA — dry and floury, the most blight resistant variety available in the UK — bake, boil, chip, roast — very Blight resistant — RHS AGM

SETANTA (Organic) — smooth red skins with yellow flesh — bake, boil, chip, roast — Blight resistant
OTHER VEGETABLES TO GROW?

The prices below are for pre-ordering and collection at Potato Day 2018. All supplied new season stock from a local leading wholesale seed supplier to ‘EU Rules & Standards’

**ONION SETS**

- **45p per 100g (approx. 25)**
- **or £1.00 per 250g**

**CENTURION F1** — good crisp flesh, heavy crops, stores well — RHS AGM

**SNOWBALL** — superb white variety, mild flavour, stores well

**STURON** — reliable, good flavour, stores well — RHS AGM

**STUTTGARTER GIANT** — excellent yields, stores well — RHS AGM

**TURBO** — crisp flesh, good yields, late maturing — RHS AGM

**RED BARON** — reliable red variety — RHS AGM

**CENTURION F1** — good crisp flesh, heavy crops, stores well — RHS AGM

**SNOWBALL** — superb white variety, mild flavour, stores well

**STURON** — reliable, good flavour, stores well — RHS AGM

**STUTTGARTER GIANT** — excellent yields, stores well — RHS AGM

**TURBO** — crisp flesh, good yields, late maturing — RHS AGM

**RED BARON** — reliable red variety — RHS AGM

**GERMALDIE** — distinct violet stripes, keeps well, suitable for early Spring planting — 90p per bulb (8-12 seeds) — RHS AGM

**VIGOUR** — softneck white variety, best for Spring planting, keeps well — 60p per bulb (9-14 seeds)

**ELEPHANT GARLIC** — not true garlic, big bulbs big fat cloves, sweeter flavour — £1.00 per pack

**BROAD BEAN SEEDS**

- **70p per packet (approx. 50 seeds)**

**AQUADULCE** — high yielding, early maturing — RHS AGM

**BUNYARDS EXHIBITION** — good yields, tall plants, reliable performer

**IMPERIAL GREEN WINDSOR** — later to mature, good flavour — RHS AGM

**MASTERPIECE GREEN LONGPOD** — remarkable flavour, great for freezing — RHS AGM

**THE SUTTON** — dwarf variety, good yields, good choice if site is exposed — RHS AGM

**SHALLOT SETS**

- **£1.30 per 250g (approx. 15)**

**GOLDEN GOURMET** — easy to grow, good yield — RHS AGM

**RED SUN** — good yields, best round red shallots

**ARISTA** — semi-long banana shallot, sweet flavour, reddish colour, bred for Northern Europe.

**PEA SEEDS**

- **70p per packet (approx. 200 seeds)**

**ALDERMAN** — climbing pea, best grown to about 6 ft high, huge crop, up to 11 peas per pod — RHS AGM

**HURST GREEN SHAFT** — sweet tasting, heavy cropping, most popular variety — RHS AGM

**KELVEDON WONDER** — heavy cropping, dwarf (45cm) variety — RHS AGM

**ONWARD** — high yielding, maincrop well established variety (60cm) — RHS AGM

**OREGON SUGAR POD** — mangetout variety, pick whilst young! — RHS AGM

**RUNNER BEAN SEEDS**

- **70p per packet (approx. 30 seeds)**

**ENORMA** — reliable huge early yields, slender pods, great flavour — RHS AGM

**LADY DI** — early stringless, high quality, 30cm in length — RHS AGM

**POLESTAR** — stringless, gardeners’ favourite, delicious flavour

**SCARLET EMPEROR** — well known variety, red flowers

**CLIMBING FRENCH BEAN SEEDS**

- **70p per packet (approx. 50 seeds)**

**BLUE LAKE** — quick maturing, stringless, pencil pods, dark green

**COBRA** — high quality stringless, pencil pods, long harvest period — RHS AGM

**BARLOTTO DI FUOCO** — (borlotti beans) flat podded with green and red pods / beans

**CLIMBING FRENCH BEAN SEEDS**

- **70p per packet (approx. 50 seeds)**

**BLUE LAKE** — quick maturing, stringless, pencil pods, dark green

**COBRA** — high quality stringless, pencil pods, long harvest period — RHS AGM

**BARLOTTO DI FUOCO** — (borlotti beans) flat podded with green and red pods / beans

**RHS AGM**

The Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) Award of Garden Merit (AGM) helps gardeners choose the best plants for their garden.